Pioneer S9 Bluetooth
Headphones with ANC (Black)
243751

SRP 199,99 €
The Pioneer S9 features active noise-cancelling
technology to immerse you completely in music without
interference from surrounding noise.

Colour

PRODUCT DETAILS
Bluetooth Technology with Qualcomm aptX HD Audio
Enjoy easy wireless music and conversation in high fidelity. The S9 provides a stable wireless connection for your
phone or audio component via Bluetooth technology. With support for aptX HD audio, you can experience HQ wireless
playback with up to 48 kHz/24-bit resolution. Buttons on the housings make operation a breeze.
Noise-Cancelling and Ambient Awareness Mode
The S9 relieves stress with music, whether you're on a packed flight or working in the office. Active noise-cancelling
technology works by detecting external sounds and cancelling them out with opposing frequencies. Alternatively, select
Ambient Awareness Mode to allow in just the right amount of sound from the outside world.
Go Further on a Single Charge
A lightweight internal battery provides as much as 24 hours of operation including playback. That's enough to cover
long flights without having to re-charge, which takes about four hours with the supplied USB cable. With the supplied
headphone cable, you can keep listening should the battery ever run low.
Get Help from Your Google Assistant
Optimized for the Google Assistant. At the push and hold of a button, you can ask the Google Assistant to play songs,
playlists, artists and albums. Furthermore, you can enjoy newscasts, podcasts and radio. Get notified about incoming
calls and messages as well as upcoming events. Reply to friends, family and colleagues using just your voice.
Authentic Hi-Res Audio Playback
The S9's large 40mm rare-earth-magnet drivers provide excellent bass extension and wide frequency response,
effectively capturing the expanded dynamic range of high-resolution audio. Light yet powerful CCAW (Copper-Clad
Aluminium Wire) voice coils provide clean and accurate sound across the audio spectrum.
Multi-Point Function Pairs Two Phones
The integrated Multi-Point Function lets you wirelessly connect two smartphones at once. Take a call with one phone
and listen to music with another - an easy solution for people with both business and
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private phones.

Specs
Product Attributes
EAN:

4573211154566

Manufacturer number:

SE-MS9BN(B)CZU

Product weight:

0.3 kilograms

Dimensions and Weight
Product weight:

0.3

Packsize height:

25.5

Packsize width:

20

Packsize length:

11

Headphone features
Headphone type:

Over ear
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